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1. Introduction



How should we deal with the superconformal
ghost sector in open superstring field theory?

the small Hilbert space

• the Witten formulation

• the modified cubic theory

complications associated with
local picture-changing operators

the large Hilbert space

• the Berkovits formulation
! correct four-point amplitudes

– the Ramond sector

– the Batalin-Vilkovisky quantization

comlicated
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• open bosonic string field theory: A!

• closed bosonic string field theory: L!

closely related to the covering of the moduli space
of Riemann surfaces

Many of the issues in superstring field theory
we are confronted with seem to be coming from
the lack of our understanding on the relation
of superstring field theory to the supermoduli space
of super-Riemann surfaces.

the supermoduli space of super-Riemann surfaces
! formulation based on the small Hilbert space
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arXiv:1312.1677 with Iimori, Noumi and Torii

1. partial gauge fixing of the Berkovits formulation

regular formulation based on the small Hilbert space

ingredients:

• the BPZ inner product

• the BRST operator Q

• !0

• a general line integral of " ! surprise!

Further important developments by Erler, Konopka and Sachs
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2. the roll of the quartic interaction in four-point amplitudes
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The quartic interaction plays a roll of adjusting di!erent behaviors
of the picture-changing operators in the s channel and in the t channel.

Next step:
a new formulation based on the relation
to the supermoduli space of super-Riemann surfaces
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